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ABSTRACT:

Anecdotal observations scattered throughout the literature have often provided clues to underlying variations in humans’ ability to handle dietary chemicals. Beetroot, the red root of the garden beet used extensively as a food source, is known to produce red urine in some people following its ingestion, whereas others appear to be able to eat the vegetable with impunity. Asparagus, a vegetable whose young shoots have been eaten as a delicacy since the times of the Roman Empire, has been associated with the production of a malodorous urine smelling like rotten cabbage. Those who produce this odor assume that everyone does, and those who do not produce it have no idea of its potential olfactory consequences. These two examples, where the population appears divided in its ability to process food products or more precisely the chemicals contained within them, are reviewed in detail in this article.

In investigating the normal functioning of the human body, and perhaps more pressingly to gather information about an affliction in order to attempt a cure, body fluids have provided a means of accessing the internal workings. Initially, much attention was paid to the manner of noxious exhalations, to the characteristics of the urine, and to a lesser extent, the feces. With improvement in sterile procedures the safe sampling of blood flourished, and many useful parameters can now be quickly and routinely measured. More recently, noninvasive approaches have been able to image the body from a distance, while microanalysis of the genetic fluid, the sequencing of DNA both nuclear and mitochondrial, heralds a new level of understanding.

However, in an age when there was less data, observers were forced to carefully ruminate over every piece of information gathered, and some interesting findings emerged. In a popular text constructed in the middle of the 19th century, the authors state that the rapid development of zoo-chemical analysis (biochemistry) had greatly aided the medical practitioner and that it “has taught us that the urine is a collection of the products of the decomposition of the animal structures, and that from the study of the urine we may hope to obtain positive conclusions concerning the nature of the organic processes going on in the diseased, as well as the healthy, body” (Neubauer and Vogel, 1863).

This article examines two apparent idiosyncratic reactions to food: a colored urine after eating beetroot (Beta vulgaris) and an odorous urine after eating asparagus (Asparagus officinalis).

Beetroot

The Color of Urine. Of all the colors possible, the production of red urine is particularly distressing as it is associated with the loss of blood. Many referrals to the hospital for suspect hematuria, particularly among young children, fortunately albeit embarrassingly, have been found to be benign. A passage from the early literature confirms that such misjudgments are not new and states the point quite clearly:

“The urine frequently presents the various odours and colors of vegetable matters which are taken into the stomach; and the examiner must be on his guard against being deceived by such appearances. Thus, I have known a patient on the point of being treated for hematuria, when the urine (by a mere chance) falling under my observation, I discovered the red coloration to proceed from the presence of a vegetable matter. On inquiry, the patient stated that he had been eating a salad, of which beetroot was an ingredient, during the last eight or ten days of his medical friend’s visits” (Rees, 1836).

Beetroot is a biennial plant that develops a fleshy taproot during the first season, with branched leafy stems bearing small green flowers and brown fruits emerging during the second growing season. The vegetable is cultivated as an annual and, although the fresh young leaves may be eaten as salad, it is the root that is normally used as human food. These sweetly flavored roots can be stewed, boiled, baked, or pickled, and in Eastern Europe they are popular in a classic soup called borsch(). Long has it been known and accepted amid folklore that some individuals readily excrete a red urine following beetroot ingestion, whereas others appear resistant to this event. Research published in 1956 reported that a small proportion of a test population (10/104, 9.6%) produced red urine, and family investigations suggested that the characteristic was controlled by a single autosomal recessive gene (Allison and McWhirter, 1956). Such a sweeping statement based on little data has not gone without criticism (Penrose, 1957; Saldanha, 1962). Several studies within the literature undertaken on healthy individuals have reported that anywhere between none and virtually all of their subjects have produced red urine after eating beetroot (0/9, 0%, Zindler and Colovos, 1950; 10/104, 9.6% Allison and McWhirter, 1956; 129/338, 38.2%, Saldanha et al., 1960; 8/58, 13.8%, Watson et al., 1963; 243/244, 100%, Forrai et al., 1968; 47/51, 92.2%, Forrai et al., 1971). Other investigations involving the mathematical analysis of data obtained from 99 pairs of twins (58 monozygotic, 41 dizygotic) failed to show any obvious hereditary pattern, although the authors suggested that some circumstances
pointed to the effect of genetic factors (Forrai et al., 1982). Pedigree studies have also cast doubt on beeturia being controlled by a single gene (Saldanha, 1962). This is problematic in attempting to assign a simple genetic model to the situation.

It has also been suggested that beeturia is linked with food allergies and malabsorption syndromes, with a higher incidence of beeturia being found among those with iron deficiency anemia and patients receiving treatment for pernicious anemia (Zindler and Colovos, 1950; Watson et al., 1963; Tunnessen et al., 1969). Only in 1999 was it suggested that beeturia could be used as a simple screening test for hemochromatosis (Sotos, 1999). However, such an association has been contested following the failure to demonstrate a correlation between serum iron levels in schoolboys, half of whom were anemic, and beeturia (Forrai et al., 1971). Nevertheless, these may be situations wherein pathological changes in gut permeability enhance pigment absorption and subsequent excretion into the urine.

A more detailed investigation demonstrated that a quarter of the urine samples collected from 86 volunteers after beetroot ingestion were subjectively (visually) detected as positive, with an additional group being objectively confirmed positive by spectrophotometry as the power of resolution increased. This simple observation has enabled the conclusion that the creation of separate ‘excretor’ and ‘nonexcretor’ categories (a polymorphism) within this continuous spread of excretion, although convenient, was subjective and artificial. Nonexcretors simply produce too little pigment to be visible to the unaided eye (Pearcy et al., 1992; Mitchell, 1996). This was corroborated by an elegant study wherein urine samples from 100 subjects who had previously ingested 60 mg of beetroot pigment were examined by high-pressure liquid chromatography and all were shown to contain small amounts of pigment, but in many the concentrations were too low for them to appear red (Watts et al., 1993).

Data from eight individuals who undertook a repeat study within 1 week showed that the beeturia was reproducible, but four subjects who ingested the same quantity of beetroot on five separate occasions spaced over several months showed variation ranging from good to poor excretion (Pearcy et al., 1992). Such problems of biological repeatability have been mentioned before (Watson et al., 1963; Forrai et al., 1968). Extrapolating from these observations, it was surmised that within any population study a spread of excretion capacities will always be found, but during repeat investigations the characteristics of any one particular individual within a group may change (Pearcy et al., 1992). This is not expected for an event predominantly under genetic control. Furthermore, by varying the amount of beetroot consumed during a single meal, it has been alluded that this may be, and probably is, a dose-dependent phenomenon. Furthermore, the type of beetroot (variety, preparation, source) used influenced the outcome; susceptible individuals who gave an intense coloration with one variety gave virtually normal urine with another (Pearcy et al., 1992; Watts et al., 1993). It is known that the times of planting and harvesting greatly influence the pigment content of the crop and that concentrated beetroot extract is added to certain brands to enhance the coloration of their finished products (Shannon, 1972). Clearly, such factors amid others are probably sufficient to account for the gross variation in frequencies reported within the literature.

Chemical Origins of the Coloration. The major pigments in beetroot that impart the deep red coloration are known collectively as betacyanins. These pigments contain as their chromophore the resonant polymethylene cyanine grouping within the aglycone betanidin (and isobetanidin, its epimer at the C-15 position), which is usually conjugated with glucose (Harmer, 1980). Yellow colorants (betaxanthines) are also present. These pigments are known to behave as redox acid/base indicators and are structurally unstable at the extremes of pH, loosing their color in alkaline conditions and undergoing irreversible decomposition (red to yellow) in acid solution. Optimal stability exists between pH 4 to 5 (von Elbe et al., 1974; Huang and von Elbe, 1987; Watts et al., 1993; Eastwood and Nyhlin, 1995). If pigment is present, therefore, the resulting color intensity is dependent upon the urinary pH. The red coloration also increased on exposure to sunlight due to pigment rearrangement (Watts et al., 1993) but decreased on storage (Eastwood and Nyhlin, 1995), and repeated freeze-thaw cycles were shown to increase the rate of color loss (Pearcy et al., 1992).

Chromatographic examination of such vermel urine demonstrated that the red coloration was due to unchanged beetroot pigments (R. M. Pearcy, unpublished data; Watts et al., 1993). This indicates that once absorbed the pigments were not metabolized but rapidly excreted via the kidneys, and this conjecture has been supported by evidence from rats wherein intravenous or intraperitoneal injection of beetroot extracts demonstrated a high renal clearance (Krantz et al., 1980; Watts et al., 1993; Eastwood and Nyhlin, 1995). Also, there exists an anecdotal report of a volunteer, known not to produce red urine after ingesting betanin, who was shown to excrete rufescent urine when betanin was injected intravenously (Watson et al., 1963).

A Reasonable Explanation? These reports forecast, therefore, that the key to the beeturia phenomenon must lie in factors affecting the quantity of pigment entering the systemic circulation, factors influencing the amount of pigment present in the gut and its subsequent absorption. Experiments in rats have suggested that the stomach is the main site responsible for the decolorization of beetroot. It is known that the mean fasting acidity of the human stomach is about pH 2, and in these conditions rapid decomposition of the pigment occurs (Dressman et al., 1990; Watts et al., 1993). As these latter authors have adeptly commented, “if the acid-catalyzed degradation of beetroot pigments in the stomach is a major determinant of their fate in man, the occurrence of beeturia may be more common in individuals who, after eating beetroot, show a slow decrease in stomach pH to fasting levels coupled with a rapid rate of gastric emptying” (Watts et al., 1993). This hypothesis has recently been supported by a report of an elderly man who to his knowledge had never produced red urine following beetroot ingestion but suddenly displayed erythruria during the time he had been taking a course of ranitidine, the histamine H2-receptor antagonist, for reflux esophagitis (Mitchell, 1996).

In addition to being decolorized by hydrochloric acid, beetroot pigments also become achromatic in the presence of ferric ions and rat colon bacillary preparations but not with saliva, pancreatic, or mucosal enzymes (Eastwood and Nyhlin, 1995). These workers reported that the oral ingestion of beetroot pigment together with oxalic acid can produce beeturia in previous nonexcretors and suggested that oxalic acid and ascorbic acid, both found in beetroot, could act as protective factors limiting the degradation of pigment in stomach acid. This combination (beetroot pigment plus oxalic acid) produced a bright red ileostomy effluent but did not produce beeturia in ileostomy patients, indicating that pigment absorption occurs mainly in the colon. They concluded, adding to the “stomach acid hypothesis”, that congestion of oxalic acid is able to protect the pigment during its travel to the colon; otherwise, the pigment is decolorized in nonbeeturic individuals by nonenzymatic processes in the stomach and colon (Eastwood and Nyhlin, 1995).

Although many other investigations could be undertaken, there is at present sufficient evidence to proffer that beeturia is more a function of an individual’s physiological constitution and not a phenomenon under direct polymorphic genetic control as originally implied.
Asparagus

Pointers From History. Whether or not asparagus was known in the ancient Egyptian world, or earlier, is unclear. Mythological mention of the vegetable occurs during the perilous walk of Theseus via the Saronic Gulf wearing his father’s sword and sandals to claim the heirdom of the Athenian throne. At the Isthmus of Corinth he was accosted by the marauder Sinis but managed to outwit and kill him. He then discovered the brigand’s daughter, Perigune, hiding in a dense clump of asparagus, vowing never to burn or uproot the plant if it would only protect her. Alas, to no avail. She bore Theseus a son, Melanippus, whose descendants, the Ionians inhabiting Caria, protected the plant by severe laws out of respect for their ancestors. Asparagus is also mentioned in the writings of such Greek scholars as Antiphon (480–411 B.C.), Theopompos (380–323 B.C.), and Theophrastes (372–287 B.C.), but cultivated asparagus seems to have been unknown, and all of these may have been referring to a wild plant of another species.

However, the Romans at the time of Cato the Elder (234–149 B.C.) were well acquainted with asparagus, and detailed instructions for its cultivation are given in Cato’s surviving treatise, On Agriculture (De Agri Cultura). Other authors, including Dioscorides (ca. 40–90 A.D.) in his De Materia Medica, Pliny the Elder (23–79 A.D.) in his epic Historia Naturalis, and Apicus (De Re Coquinaria—sometimes credited to Caelius) and Columella (De Re Rustica), who both lived under the rule of Tiberius (14–37 A.D.) during the early part of the first century, also described the plant and its cultivation, and it appears that their asparagus was the same as we enjoy today.

Even though asparagus was well known in England by the 10th century A.D. a resurgence in interest occurred throughout Europe during the 1500s. John Gerard(e) (1545–1612), who wrote in 1597, was the first English author to mention asparagus, deriving the name from the Latin “asparagi ” which he translated to signify “the first sprig or sprout of every plant, especially when it be tender”. Meager, in his English Gardener, informs us that in his time (1670) the London markets were well supplied with forced asparagus, and Louis XIV (the Sun King) (1638–1715) popularized asparagus among the French nation when he built Versailles. By the late 1600s herbalists and horticulturists had made asparagus familiar all over Europe (M’Intosh, 1855; Hedrick, 1919).

Despite its long usage over 2000 years, it appears that it wasn’t until the turn of the 18th century that reports linking its ingestion with the production of odorous urine began to emerge. John Arbuthnot (1667–1735), a Scottish mathematician and physician to Queen Anne, noted in a book on foods first published in 1731 that “asparagus... affects the urine with a foetid smell (especially if cut when they are white) and therefore have been suspected by some physicians as not friendly to the kidneys; when they are older, and begin to ramify, they lose this quality; but then they are not so agreeable” (Arbuthnot, 1735). Samuel Johnson (1709–1784), in the first edition of his Dictionary of the English Language (1755), quotes Arbuthnot’s passage, although Charles Knight (1791–1873) in his English Cyclopaedia (1859) does not mention the odiferous property; perhaps it was not yet common (Johnson, 1755; Knight, 1859). However, by 1866, Pierre Larousse in the Grand Dictionnaire Universel assures us that “tout le monde connaît l’odeur fétide qu’elle communique à l’urine” (Larousse, 1866).

It is coincidental that the odor-producing phenomenon was not observed until the use of sulfur, sulfate, and organic sulfur materials as fertilizers to improve asparagus flavor had become prevalent from the late 17th century onwards. It is probable, therefore, that the urine odor was associated with a sulfur-containing component of asparagus. During this century it has been conclusively demonstrated that onions and garlic grown in the presence of low levels of sulfur have a very weak flavor and lose lachrymatory properties; increased flavor strength, typical of the Alliurns, is associated with higher levels of sulfur compounds, mainly sulfate, within the soil (Platenius, 1941; Kumar and Sahay, 1954; Freeman and Mossadeghi, 1970, 1971).

The Emergence of Variation. Although there have been a few anecdotal intimations that not every individual exhibits odorous urine following asparagus ingestion (Mitchell, 1989), it was not until 1956 and the publication of Allison and McWhirter’s paper that the two discrete categories of “excretor” and “non-excretor” were first applied. This is understandable. Those who produce the odor assume, politely, that everyone does and those who do not produce it have no idea of the olfactory consequences. There is no reason as to why these two opposing factions should converse on this subject. A brief discourse with one’s colleagues will confirm such differences and verify this state of affairs.

Studies have found that in the United Kingdom about half of the population produced the odor [46/115, 40%, 95% confidence interval (CI) 31–49%, Allison and McWhirter, 1956; 346/800, 43%, 95% CI 40–47%, Mitchell et al., 1987], whereas the frequency was greater in Americans (15/19, 79%, 95% CI 61–97%, Sugarman and Neelon, 1985). This phenomenon was present in both male and female subjects, and limited pedigree information suggested that the odor-producing trait was characteristic of, and compatible with, being inherited in an autosomal-dominant fashion, with the heterozygous state giving rise to an affected phenotype (Allison and McWhirter, 1956; Mitchell et al., 1987). In McKusick’s tome on Mendelian inheritance, a personal communication to the editor from W. K. Maas explains that a nonexcretor may become an excretor during pregnancy, the unborn child presumed to be an excretor (and also, I assume, the father) (McKusick, 1983).

Additionally, six subjects who ingested asparagus each month for a year were shown to give the same result (four odorous, two nonodorous) with each repeat challenge. Also, anecdotally, five subjects had reported long-term possession of this odorous trait, the time between first noticing this characteristic and laboratory confirmation ranging from 46 to 77 years—a lifetime (Mitchell et al., 1987).

Complications and Anosmia. However, the situation appears to be more complicated. Three studies have reverted to the former stance and claimed that all individuals excrete odorous urine following asparagus ingestion. One study on a French population is reported in a short letter and states that all 103 subjects examined excreted graveolent urine, perhaps indicating a genuine ethnic difference (Richer et al., 1989). In the two other studies, undertaken on Israeli and Chinese subjects, the authors suggest, but appear not to have proven conclusively, that the ability to excrete pungent substances in the urine after eating asparagus was a universal characteristic. Unknowingly, I may be instigating an injustice against these works and recommend that interested readers refer directly to these publications (Lison et al., 1980; Hoffenberg, 1983).

All investigations in the literature have been subjective, the urine being smelled by individuals (sometimes a panel of individuals) who had been previously shown to be able to positively smell and identify asparagus-related odorous urines. However, with subjective assessment, apprehension always exists concerning the results. The separation of the characteristic asparagus-related odor from the background odors of the urine, which may vary enormously between individuals, presents complications. Strict control samples from each subject are imperative. Indeed, even the odor associated with the phenomenon

---

1 Abbreviation used is: CI, confidence interval.
apparently lends itself to different subjective description; “rotten or boiling cabbage” are the usual phrases used within Europe but “vegetable soup” has also been put forward in the Israeli study. Until an objective method of assessment of the odor can be achieved and strict criteria for sample handling and analysis presented (and accepted), the problems of individual opinion will remain (Mitchell, 1989). Objective urine analysis has been attempted. Of three volunteers who had eaten asparagus, one voided a urine that displayed four additional component peaks when examined by gas chromatography, whereas the other two subjects failed to produce profiles that differed from those obtained under control conditions (Gearhart et al., 1977). Such studies need to be extended.

What is evident is that there also appears to exist a specific hyposmia (hyposphresia) or anosmia, wherein certain individuals are unable to smell the odor even from the most fetid urines. The frequency of this condition within a population is high (277/307, 90%, 95% CI 87–94%, in an Israeli group, Lison et al., 1980; 74/98, 76%, 95% CI 67–84%, in a Chinese group, Hoffenberg, 1983), suggesting that a great number of people are unable to detect the asparagus-related odor. This predicament was shared equally between male and female subjects and did not appear to be age related. A later American study suggested that both phenomena coexist. These authors concluded that “some people are excretors while others are nonexcretors; some people are perceivers (able to smell the odor) while others are nonperceivers” (Sugarman and Neelon, 1985). Clearly, this complicated issue requires further detailed investigation.

**Chemical Nature of the Odor and its Source.** The mephitic nature of these asparagus-related odorous urines was (and still is) markedly reminiscent of certain pungent sulfur-containing compounds and, accordingly, the offensive substance was initially identified as methanethiol following its precipitation as silver and mercury mercaptides. The actual techniques used for this isolation, however, were lengthy and harsh and undoubtedly degraded other sulfur compounds, if present, into methanethiol (Nencki, 1891; Crouzel, 1893; Gautier, 1923; Allison and McWhirter, 1956). Nonetheless, a French text states that this disagreeable odor disappeared upon the addition of sublimate (mercuric chloride) to the urine (Ronchése, 1912). More recent studies have suggested that there are at least three major sulfur-containing components in the urine (Gearhart et al., 1977), and two of these have been identified as S-methylthioacrylate and its methanethiol addition product, S-methyl-3-(methylthio)thiopropionate (White, 1975). Smaller amounts of other sulfur compounds have also been detected in noisome urine, including dimethyl trisulfide, tetrahydrothiophene, and an unidentified substance containing two sulfur atoms (White, 1975).

However, the isolation of sulfur-containing compounds from the urine after asparagus ingestion is no indication that they themselves contribute to the odor, as they may be insufficiently volatile. Furthermore, the methods commonly used for handling urine, which involved continuous solvent extraction and heating to well above body temperature, may have induced chemical alterations within the urine such as to create an artifactual aroma for investigation. Although the urinary components derived from asparagus may play a role as intermediary precursors, and it is important to be aware of their identity, if they are nonvolatile and do not appear in the vapor phase then they cannot contribute to the odor.

Examination of the head-space volatiles above urine samples revealed the presence of six discrete compounds in individuals who were known to produce asparagus-related odor, whereas these were either absent or detectable in only minute amounts in urine from subjects who did not manifest the odor. These chemicals, confirmed by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry, were identified as methanethiol, dimethyl sulfide, dimethyl disulfide, bis(methylthio)methane, dimethyl sulfoxide, and dimethyl sulfone. These compounds were given off from odorous urine in concentrations of up to several thousand times greater than normal. When assessed subjectively the most pungent compounds were methanethiol and dimethyl sulfide, which probably constituted most of the odor, with the sulfur-oxidized products, dimethyl sulfoxide and dimethyl sulfone, modifying the smell to impart a “sweet” aroma. These compound acted together in “reconstituted asparagus urine” to give the typical asparagus-related bouquet (Waring et al., 1987).

Such small molecules when presented to the mammalian metabolic system would be extensively degraded to carbon dioxide and inorganic sulfate, with only negligible amounts passing through the body unchanged, presumably being removed via the lungs with the expired air (Canellakis and Tarver, 1953; Distefano and Borgstedt, 1964; Mitchell and Waring, 1985–86). Furthermore, these volatile compounds would be liberated during the process of cooking before they could be ingested with the vegetable (Tressl et al., 1977a,b; Fenwick and Hanley, 1985). Consequently, it is probable that the sulfur compounds found in the odorous urine head-space are derived from a precursor molecule (or molecules) during passage through the human body or indirectly from metabolically generated intermediates that are unstable and subsequently decompose within the urine.

S-Methylmethionine sulfonium salt (a-aminodimethyl-y-butyrothien) was previously thought to be a candidate for this precursor (Challenger, 1959). However, it appears to have been excluded by observations that it undergoes thermal decomposition (on cooking) to liberate methanethiol and dimethyl sulfide, which are essential components of the flavor and smell of many cooked vegetables including asparagus and cabbage (Challenger and Hayward, 1954; Freytag and Ney, 1968; Ney and Freytag, 1972, 1982). The precursor of the urinary odor must be stable to the processes of food preparation and unique to asparagus, as similar vegetables such as cabbage and parsley do not display this phenomenon (White, 1975).

Of the many sulfur-containing compounds identified in asparagus only asparagusic acid (1,2-dithiolane-4-carboxylic acid) and its derivatives appear unique (Jansen, 1948; Schotte and Ström, 1956; Yanagawa et al., 1972, 1973; Tressl et al., 1977a,b). The five-membered 1,2-dithiolane ring structure is shared with the ubiquitous lipoic acid (thiotic acid, 1,2-dithiolane-3-valeric acid), and a few related compounds have been isolated from nonfood species such as the tropical mangrove plants (Rhizophoraceae) (Kato and Hashimoto, 1980). A marine annelid worm (Lumbrineris heteropoda) uses this heterocycle to form nereistoxin (4-N,N-dimethylamino-1,2-dithiolane), which is fatal to predatory insects (Sakai and Sato, 1972). Asparagusic acid is known to be active against parasitic nematodes and is considered a major factor in the survival of the plant preventing the entry of invading organisms into the tissues. The compound is present in a relatively high concentration in young growing plants, but this decreases rapidly as the shoots mature and become woody (Takasugi et al., 1975). This is in concordance with Arbuthnot’s astute observation (Arbuthnot, 1735).

Early investigations wherein dihydroasparagusic acid (dithiosobutyric acid) was given orally to two individuals who subsequently produced no unpleasant urinary odor seemed to exclude the possibility that this compound was responsible (Jansen, 1948). However, since it was not appreciated during this period (not until 1956) that some individuals may not display the odor, it cannot be certain that these two individuals did not reside within the nonexcretor category, thereby invalidating the experiment. A recent study demonstrated that when asparagusic acid was given orally to two subjects known to possess the odor-producing characteristic, graveolent urine was pro-
duced and shown to contain the same volatiles in similar proportions to their asparagus-induced odorous urines. Another individual who did not possess the characteristic did not produce odorous urine after taking asparagus acid. The authors concluded that asparagus acid and its derivatives, probably bound in some form within the vegetable, may be the precursors of the urinary odor (Waring et al., 1987).

With regards to metabolism, asparagus acid may be reduced within the mammalian system to its free thiol form, which could presumably be methylated and then be a substrate for thionase/β-lyase activity liberating methanethiol (Binkley, 1950). Dimerization of methanethiol might yield dimethyl disulfide, while methylation and subsequent sulfur oxidation would give dimethyl sulfide, sulfone, and sulfene. Oxidation at the electron-rich sulfur centers (Foss and Tjomsland, 1958) may form a series of relatively unstable oxygenation products that could rearrange and cleave to provide similar precursor molecules. Such reactions are well documented. However, we cannot necessarily presuppose that this is a metabolic phenomenon with potentially pervasive pharmacological implications, as a simple lack of absorption of asparagus acid from the gastrointestinal tract would produce a nonexcretor. In addition, many other compounds have been found within asparagus, including unusual cysteine derivatives (Kasai et al., 1981), and although these occur in other vegetables the concentration differences may be sufficient to engender this phenomenon. More detailed work must be undertaken in this area before this age-old curiosity can be finally evaluated and laid to rest.
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